I have begun, cooking up another one, which is vol, 6, no- 1, PAPA nvmbei 14,
whole number 20, of the tri-monthly terror. Horizons- Harry Warner, Jr., 303
Bryan Place, Hagerstown, Md., puts this out, and doesn't guarantee that any ind
ividual statement contained refers to anything tfnatsoever-. Stencilled on Macbeui
and duplicated upon the Doubledoubletoilandtrouble Mimeograph; September, 1944.
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In the Beginning
Don’t look for the Degler Memorial Issue of Horizons; It isn’t in this mail
ing. Either I'm slipping or the ability of fans to keep promises is degenerating511© three or four persons on whom I counted for the best articles for that, issue
never came through, after swearing mighty vows that they would oblige on time.
And so I must apologize to the ones who answered my request, and point out_ that
I still want to put out that issue, and shall be most happy to do it if you, you,
you, and you will write the articles you promised.
The running lines at the top of each-page—let's hope they print legibly
this time—are all taken from a single issue of a single publication, of which
three complete, unread and recent issues wilf.be donated to any pers oi discover
ing said publication’s identity.
'
This June mailing has just about reached the top limit, I think; raucn larg
ones will make it impossible for FA?A members to read everything and still nave,
time to engage in. other fan activities- If prodded. I'll be willing o vo e. o
up the membership quota to 75, but think that that’s the absolute op, especi
y
if that new activity-st if fen ing requirement goes through. ■
_

«...words of learned length and thundering sound..."
Has anyone, I'm wondering, recognized the source of the quote frhich heads
off tiiis department?
\
„
.
. ,
. • .
My hope that I could write twenty lines or-so on each of a coz^i topias has
been blasted by the size of the last mailing, and Speer's departure for toe wars-,
There are far more than a dozen things needing mention, and gpmeone Has to_take
over the job of inserting the irrelevant reflections and answering the insignif
icant statements and queries, until Juffus' returns to the fold. Just what, how
ever, would the mailing have been like, had Speer and Saaw.put. on the spurt teat
characterized the December bundle?! How then, take a deep urea ui ~
En Garde—Of which two copies were in my bundle; what, lx I uo with cne spare ,
Al? Despite the noble ’and fertile efforts to think up a Jjew term mm fo< fans, I
shall stick to fans. Futurian is the'only other word that is satisfying to me,
and its connotations are su di'that it's out of the question, for a quarter-century
at least. Even it isn't perfect, though, qince the future has nouiing to do wioh
the fantasy and weird fiction in which most of us take an interest. Te.d Ifoscoe
was Max Brand? Sounds incredible, considering the difference in styles tji b.ie
stories appearing under the two names, but I'll have to accept i l . a_>paren» y.
Al's philosophy as boiled down at the endof page 9 axd the first lines of j»age
10 resembles mine remarkably, though I'd never trieX to put it into words afcfore.
Incidentally, how about a clarification of the amount of writing $nd work Al>qy Lu
does for En Garde? Such would prove useful if we ever attempt, an EAPA index ,
Memoii-g of a Superfluous ifen —The most downright fascinating thing in the mafll*"
ing. It's so long that remarks on it would require three or four pages, to b*S
complete. I'll Content myself with stating that the remaining "volumes" must
appearing, and noting a few surprising things—’Tubby's use of phlegmatic on th^ ,
seventh page of the tale itself- his remarkably.high opinion of Hornig; and tluif>
o-ccasipnal remarkable instances of the undying strife between T. Bruce and the
jliglish.. la innage. ’It's ’.lard for me, for instance, to conceive Of any type of
,,
msrh store other than a stationary one, for instance, unless it's one of tnose
HXsr which roll all over India in a box ce.r for tie benefit of troops in isolated**

spots, Let's have more, quick! 'Lit,
.... -1'
v.ixr-^sa so unnec
essarily complicated; in the caue’of admission for th, i 3 lulsh club? if the
group desires to participate, they can-easily avoid attempting to go through all
this Unconstitutional rigamarcle by simply having one of thoir active members go
on the waiting list and eventually ioin in the regular way, and distribute Cos
mic Cuts through the BABA as they aee fit. 1 certainly don’t like the idea of
using tee UP! ag sales agent fur Dey on d or anything else. Futuria—Irv aluab le
for it* dope on tee pseudonyms. Io see ^rod Pdhl’e name on the honor roll is
surprising--! had thought him still persona non grata with the Haw Yoxlcers, both
thotJ.Ofls; and Marie Antoinette Bark sotnds must interesting. Caliban—Must dis
agree with Larry with regards to the merits of hiring the EAPA officers centered
to g&o locality* Stere are indications that when fan activity in any town starts
to drop, the depression carries all the fans within 25 miles along. If only one
officer IB among then, the other three can. u.-wCly take up the slack; if not—!
Sla^k frWhite—iThprcln Speer seems to be soundly tested in an argument for the
vary first time. I refuse to believe that the Harlem Negroes are of lower Intel
ligence than the first- and second-general!on Italian immigrants, or those of .««*•rul other races, I* Speer color-bllud, though? I had thought Perdue the only
fan with that ailmamt. fhimny—Restate* some of fixe very finest verse I’ve se.en
from a fan. "Healitiea" are parti,cularly good, being that rarest of things,
Wthy atf. verse, Gray’s poems, while satisfactory, suffer in comparison. »£«•
“ro«£ raise at the top of page 12—"Man have
privilege of moving from job to
4 cb,,.n flat if th© iter Manpower Corrales ion seas you first! My onlnlcn of "A <?uy
Earned Joe” happened to be tn the last Horisons, so I’ll spare invectives this
time. Moat satisfactory way of settling thio censorship question, probably, J®
&e very simple nBthod of displaying doubtful material to pistol author 1^13 8 W
&8 town from white it’s to be mailed, ana letting then pass on ic. Ttw publisncan always mail it himself ae first £*83 matter later -ax, if he simply must
^bave bls nudes with others, inspiration—I question tee statement that
^'e Particularly prone to 4-Pism, despite my being in.tec c^tegor?. a. '<.eck r
W murent list wouldn’t prove anything, since activity usual-y <mdi wawj a
*« drafted; remembering that almost hi If the men called for physical exams ar^ned dwm,. I’d'like to go over a 1940 FAPA membership j.iac, ar d reu tae *
haw a Popular Science movie short the other week dapiatiig aenax acw^rg
Lynn.. Jaks-Qff—Is most enjoyable, but Hnym is really ante
*** writing^oee about himself mdhis opinions. Jte poetry, as dggexai it
■JJ1/Wrbut I would have preferred the space to bo used ror tea sort of • «
*“* ^SB«r.4 ta th. a«n<a n»t FAU ottort. IhMlmrtally, aB'r££.fdi"*J,t
i
the perwa «M> eo^Ute, ftaaiae., and pxbllehes afert
3e held partly reanmaible for whatever appears therein, and is taken to appr
very emiest, before I’ll be able to decide whether W ®
J^ijhrtes fcr the loss of the aerial.
want to know aow^many Q
*»** PCams had already appeared in fansines bsfore publication here. As a r ,
* J*®* o* hay real merit sticks in the memory—so dees a lo* of w _s?T+£e30
rarttty l« foigottan tn a day or two. Yet only Wo o r tare*
to me—Invictas II, Summer Biscord, poa.«io:y
* .J
-n
'•our
a^.tasl^«ry of worth—The Dark Boox
- sleeting McmuU~ ,ijns
y^3_ 44 OTar> ana. it is iOUfey. ,A-» la tee j?.sj oz *
JLfqrtt
-rts, the format is uas-^iji. ’,jorw»y
TEL* cententf damme. I
teat uiie con .
isn't worthy of the format. Brows in.g~-Seraain s one o£ the most pleasant sjo ,s o
tee mailing. Is "The Intelligence Gigantic1' tea prosine story of around 19?f'
I don't remember it as booklength.. I tope to have a page suitable for tee i
licgraphy in this issue of Horizons, and shall keep extra copies in reserve for
when they're needed. Mention of "Itervyn Cliteeroo" reminds me that Collins
’•After Dark" is. another false alarm; because Langley included it, I bought a copy
and read it from beginning to end, Bo ye hereby warned! Liglit—Still picking up
and ought to be in the groove with another issue or ti.ro. The page on Canadian
proiines is best, and the proposed inde'r is ^/orthy Of publication. Unecientifacts

is excellent’, also- Tao Works—LAW is ever si'?: months behind the times in these
latter days; "Sound the Charge, Fandom", would have come at the right time an'd
provided badly needed support for the NFFF back in the winter. ^Jhat’s this,(
though, Doc, about the end of science fiction? First .I'd heard about it! John
ny’s lead article is mainly interesting for a couple of classic cracks which
are presumably original, particularly "...it is entirely possible for a dripping
Water faucet to disguise itself as a biped.” Toward Tomorrow—No room, here for a
point-by^point. refutation of Tubby's derogatory remarks about fans. I’ll con
tent myself with saying that his attitude probably won't change until’he gets
away from Los Angeles, and that I'm happy to see someone else rooting for Youd’s
poetry, "Bom on Earth” is one of the finest stories I’ve seen in a fanzine for
a long v/hile. "Superfluous” notable for the remark that "the negro will shine",
and I’m glad to see someone take the trouble to dissect Shirley Chapper*s sopho
moric stuff. Jhn Slantg-’-A lot of us <u?v
'
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for tna official editor, viitsid^ of the orplos ive--remarksabout_ (Jerasbacfc, DAW s
article is very valuable and seems remarls.bly unprejudiced. Me tod, Fran, guys
who collect with no intention of reading strike me as nuts. I’m currently buying
faster than I can read, but the intention is there and I can cat di up when the
current run of good luck is exhausted, I doubt "that there’ s much danger of the.
FIFA withering up fandom, as long as wo have prozines for recruiting new blood®,
However, it's quite conceivable that the SLPA mig^it cut loose its anchors' with
the rest of fandan, and drift down time independently, gradually becoming its
activities and members—a mere legend, a Hendrick Hudson, to regular-fandom. Ev
en more fascinating is the possibility that this has happened in the past and
that a hundred or so of the supposedly inactive fans are eveii now in close com
munication and activity, so wrapped up in themselves that they can't be contacted!
’’Weird Music" stinks; have you ever actually heard that Walpurgis Night scene
from Jhust? It’s, never performed when the opera is presented in this country, and.
I doubt that it’s available in recordings, because the music is hopelessly inade
quate for the intentions of 'the librettist. Toe first few bars of Fact's soig
in priase of these unholy delights are identical with the beginning of "Home,
Sweet Home", honest! I've always inked my mimeo from the outside, and think
it’s the better method for runs of fewer than 200 copies. ,3Imurwrings*—-Agree
that some common sense must be mixed. into-the interpretation of the increased ac
tivity requirements, if they’ve'passed, as in the case of Viedenbeck. EphemerM
Congratulations! The FAPA jjhn—I don't agree that putting the vice-president into
the judge* s seat was the wise move. I'd much rather see it a dunriy office1 occu
pied ftefesi by people like Koenig or Swisher vAio wouldn't ordinarily care to offi
ciate, but would be dependable in-the- emergency of vacation of one of the o'fljher
three posts, It's hard enough to find three satisfactory officers each year,*
much less four, and would be far simpler to let'the president do the ruling.
In
cidentally, the alertness■ for "constitutional snarls" of which DAW speaks consists
of squawks registered a couple of years agO'when. a member'sent two years' dues to
the treasurer and when dues had to be raised to 50 c. and DAW rnsmmm spotted a tech
nicality in the vote which forced postponement of the raising for three months
and cost the treasury a couple of dollars, Yhos—Hoping Art’s job lasts long
enough to permit production of some big issues. La Vie ?Arisienne Duly noted.
I&.PA Blotter—Woi’ks much.better than sand. - File Cards—-Slow but sure! Walt’s
Jranblings—Poor Superfan; he can't even scoop fandom on the idea of using waits
ink! If, I see another fanzine review of C, S. Lewis’ books, until such time as
he writes another one, I’ll—well, I'll just I’JI. Oihervri.se, a good issue.
FAfA Poll Kitten—Excellent idea*’another case of using common sense in activity
requirements , if the time should come that Art could contribute only this to each
mailing, Arcadia—B ef ore \/e say' nasty thing, 'gentlefen, let us consider what vze
s1?oc.have .undergone had not Bill been around to insert his comments! I do feel

very aolami and. sorrowful coward Margie, ^.d hope that she has no further unhap
py experiences. But after alx, she probably brought it on herself. Fhn-Tods—
Is there any scientific or cultural reason why the United-States apparently does
not'have a really blue blue mimeograph ink? All that I’ve seen has a definite
greenish cast, even unto that contained in Efty-Seven. In Australia, where blue
seems to be more popular than black, it’s a real blue. For Christmas, I’d dear
ly love an issue of Effty—out, superfluous f!—containing nothing but Horm writ
ing in the vain of this issue’s By-Ways; could do? The continuing sound and fury
on a decimal system for fiction awes me more and more: to think that I started
all this? My copy of "The Island of Captain Sparrow" has virtually no foreward;
was one omitted from later editions? Milty's Mag—I think you'll find brown-nose
as a verb in Studs Lonigan, though if memory serves, Farrell doesn't hyphenate.
Jjhn-Eangq—Word reaches me that Pegler's expulsion resolution passed, so there’s
nothing to be said about the lead article in this issue, except that I’ll have the
faint 'satisfact ion of being able to say I told you so, if the things that may re
sult from setting up this precedent do result. I suggest that the simplest and
more accurate method of estimating activity per mailing would be by weighing
each mailing; while that wouldn't give any indication .of quality of content, it
would be more accurate iayi than judging by titles, which method will be wrecked by
the Pegler contribution'to the June mailing. The argument for liquor would hold
up if only people who think this is a "hideous and hateful" world used it. Un
fortunately, others do too. However, don't number me as a reformer, please’ "I
try to dispose the tall ones (4jooksM on a high shelf immediately beneath the
low ones on a lower shelf." I'll believe it when I see it; fourth dimensional
rotation, apparently? So Saari—Most promising newcomer to a mailing since Lang
ley Searles' one-shot beauty. I pretty much agree with Ollie throughout, except
when it cones to temponautics—-it is a little long, but has an entirely different
use from that of time travel. Emergency Flare—Who. put it out? Obviously some-,
one from California, but the initial or initials at the bottom are too cryptic.
Venus-Con—Un canmen table. Banshee—Larry's efforts at putting out a general sort
of publication are along the right line, for such are badly needed in the FAPA,
but it's going to be a tough job after the material he has on hand is exhausted.
I don't agree with Bill Ryder on the matter of write space, but second his motion
for smaller and more frequent issues, am neutral on the cover question, and fear
the small size format is too much work for the benefits resultant, though folded
legal paper makes the ideal sized fanzine. "Alien" has never meant the appear
ance of a, thing to me, but rather its origin or history regardless of what it
looks lii®. Heck, a jar. of Martian water will be alien, bub not noticeably dif
ferent from Mississippi juice unless it happens to be full of some Kind of adult
erating element that colors it. "Robot’s Soliloquy" mm I nominate is the best
fen poeji of 1944, Investigation in Hewcastle: Wish I'd Had the courage to pub
lish it myself. The Stump—I'm stumped for comment, since returns ^n the elec
tions haven’t reached me. Die Reader and Collector—One of the very finest is
sues yet. Hodgson's works, however, are entirely unknown to me, and unavailable
locally, so I'm at a loss to comment. Let's have more issuesdevoted to a single
author. Eccentric's Orbit—-My, what a brain trust there'd be in Washington now,
if Speer hadn't gone to Africa! I like immensely the habit of most FAir'A fans'
introducing themselves briefly when they first become active; j?ern, Kejj&ier, and
Brown were just three names to me for- a long while, but I'm gradually learning
to tell them apart. Sow that the OFF is taking over part of the Fancyfslopedia
responsibility, it's the logical group to do the work of keeping it up tto date.
I think the best plan would be appointment of one fan as coordinator, charged
with bringing together necessary data from a half-doafen others who are a\uthorit±ies on different aspects of the fan front. Eddie Clinton's analoysis was more
enjoyable than the story itself, as I veinember said story. Tie Phantagra;th—
Well, we can't accuse this fanzine of Verbosity! The H ew Hier oglyphr-41 ovza ;rdf s
poetry is much better than his prose, if I may judge from the very small ai’nount
I've road of the two. Slitherings—The comparison of plants and animals is' some
thing that hasn’t been brought up before, anywhere, to prove this parti culaiT

point, far as- I lniow. There niast h* a i'11
-w.? .osy Speer and gain ceely,
and to make things better, he even writes about stf on occasion. A Tale of the
’avails—-The rhyme about Debussy is nice, even if Debussy doesn't write with gay
blue sea, which it doesn’ t. The co-operatives idea sounds good, bat there's
■ probably a difficulty somewhere, and I haven't the energy to read more about •
co-ops and try to figure out what keeps them from saving mankind immediately.
F?J?A Variety--Seems to have 'been the only poshnailing this time, probably be
cause the mailing was delayed even beyond the time for most such things. Pre
sumably a let of fads are getting their pro zines and fanzines bound nowadays—
Moskowitz and WolTneim, to name two besides Tucker, arid Bob seems to have in
spired various characters like Liebscher and Spencer to investigate, the possi
bilities. My on.'.y regreiat is that Spaceways wasn' t included in the photograph
now I’ll probably never know just how ’’monstrbus” a book it makes. There is the
little question of what the bindery does when confronted with the postal-size
publications that infest the MPA, Of course. Very astounding is the advertise
ment of the autographed Weinbaum Memorial Volume. Presumably it’s signed by the
author, wno was dead some months before it appeared. Gift of a pack of stencils
strikes ire, too, as the most sensible award the PAPA could offer. Not that it
really matters, but I have a book jacket oddity, toe—the name Morley appears
o.i it as the' author of "Three Go Back”, though Mitdiell is credited properly in
the volume itself.
*
,
The Cosmic Circle publications inspire me to start a new paragraph, but in
no other uminor.
. .
Sow to so© ■,whether everything can be stuffed, oack in the or iginalenv elope.
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I’d thought all along that Jack Williamson and Ross Rocklynr.e were the first
two people to use this idea, and what do I do but come across it in. Balzac? To
save myself the laborious process of stylussing in the accent marks, f and ) will
be utilized; don't pay any attention to anythin'? but the top part of them, and
■ the direction in 'which said top part heads* This is, incidentallv, From "Le
Succuba", from the second dizains of the Soil Toles.
'■Par ainey, ie veis cumme ung brouillard les villes de la Genre, ci., par un
especial don, i’aperceus ung chascun coupi^ avenues ung d&non feme^le, et
sacquebutaut, engA-ndrent en grant concupiscence tons c..iant mills jparoles
d* amour, exclamations de tout© sort©, et tons unis, ciievilles, uriballant.
Lors, ma cavale, a tests do Morisque, me monstra, volant tousious 6it galopant &
travers les nufces, la terre coupl^e avecques le soleil, en une conjunction dT oik
sourdoyt ung germe d’estoilles; et 1& chaque monde femelie faisanb la ioyo avecques ung ponde.mhsle. Ains au lieu de 'paroles ccmme en disent les creatures,
les mondes suovant d’anan nos oraiges, lan^oyont des esclairs ec (*>rioyent des
tonnerres. Puls, montan t tousiours; ie vei^feu-dessus des mondes la nature
femelie de toutes chouses, an amour avecques le prince du raouvemen't. ... Alors,
le succube, me monstrant caste grant tacho d'estoiles qui se veoi.t ez cAeulx, me
dit ceste voye estra une goutte da semen ce celeste os chappie d’ui® grant flux des
mondes an coniunction.”
’
• _
.
I am tempted to add at this point an even more interesting ,passage which
tells what a little boy glimpsed through the window of a house with red cur Gains
where a man was being constructed, but I dare not risk it--Hanig;’ migm- decide the,
I’m a kindred soul to>him.
■
. ... .
(“I

This is one of those embarrassing spots which comes from n. ot dummying. Nat
urally, leaving it blank would bo the most logical thing to do u especially since
Horizons is always lacking in white space, but I can leave no ’.7 hi to space for
the duration because I’m publishing on yellow paper, and who e"'er neard of a fanfcin© publishing 'achieving neat format through judicious use of yellow space? .
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Korman F, Stanley; ’’About the four fours’ games, Reed Lawson sent me the' answer
to my query , viaElarcy. It.went like this; 4! plus 4! plus 4- equals 31 which is
’
.■
■ .
. .
4
sunmat different from that Bill Evans brings forth in the first Celephais, I'd
meant to ask you how Singleton managed to do it with three and with two fours,
but got sidetracked to other things and forgot about the whole business up until
a few days ago when Bill's sheet and your letter brought it to mind. I kin make
31 out of three fours but hain't discovered how to do it with twos yet. Wonder
’’what could be done with one four (or none.at all??)? The problem of how high .
the unbroken series can be carried still baffles, though* Of course it's possi
ble to set up certain isolated numbers., which can be as large as you please,
simply by repetition of operators. I'rinample (4444!);)!—nope, that’s wrong
like this: ((((((((((4444 ’)!)’)!)!)!)’.)!)!)!) Eliciting, isn’t it? ’’ Just
though, you don't need.all those parentheses, anyway. It could he written
4444; I!!!!!!!! . That’s quite a number. "Astronomical" is quite inadequate a
description for it. That fabulous number which Jeans or Eddington or someone
gave as representing the number of particles in the universe is infinitesimal
alongside of it. Even Skews’s Number, which is the largest number ever to oe
put to any use in math, is negligible by comparison. Consider tnat 4444! is a
number of 14,283 digits (I'd tell you what it is exactly, if I had a table of
14,283-^place logarithms and an office building full of computers and calculating
machines.) fiat's only the firstep. 4444!’ would be 10
’ approximately»
And so on; Mebbe we should send it to van Vogt for his "ultimate prime". Only
it isn’t urine. * ’ ...,. The one tiling that fascinates mo, taough, is the spell
ing of the name of Claude’3 home town; I believe it is "New Castle" rathem
"Newcastle". Everyone, including 00 headquarters, has it inthe latter form. But
the postmark Is "New Ca.stle" and I looked it up in an old reference book acre
and it was N C as of 1900, and Swisher looked it up, too, when I mentioned the
discrepancy to him at the Bush League Boskone Sub One, and found it to still be
NO. The; e’s a Newcastle in Maine, but apparently it’s Ntew Castle, Indiana. I
wonder why the dogged insistence on the other form? fou’11 hafta show me speed
ray photos of those trick .curve balls you mention in H. Only plausible e::pl I
can think of is that the home team has eloctric heaters buried under the diam
ond at strategic points to set up those currents of warm air you postulate."
QM 2nd'Class James S. Avery; VOnly cue thing struck me as peculiar at the time—
his manner of eating. \7e had a beautiful catch of square tail trout frhn one of
ihe finest lakes in Maine for dinner that day (here my mouth waters at the pleas
ant memory!) Rogers enjoyed them of course that being the first time in his
life he had made their acquaintance, but—he ate only one thing au a time, Now
that in itself isn’t too unusual being the French style and whatnot, but for a
Midwesterner, my folks and I thought :$.t damned peculiar. Now I see it might
have had some significance, however small."
Lora Gro.zetti: ".....I thought it stunk, but I couldn't find Bob Tucker's arti
cle, pardon, story, so .substituted it. I finally ran dear Roseboob'3 storey down.
Mother had tucked it into a copy of Weird Tales."

T, Sgt. N. E. Kensalyt "Yes, the pavers that be broke down and gave me a fur
lough, seven days of it, to be completely informative about it, wnich I used in
making mn>' a hurried dash to and from Sydney, pausing thereina few days for a 1 it
of mild carousingon strictly a high plane of course. ’’ ..... My observations
111 that city completed the survey. I have been conducting, and now I can^give yo*u
the complete details. The trolley is here to stay. I have now spent at least
some time in the three major australien cities, and,in all of them a bus is
something that is in the far distant future,"

Pfc. Paul H. Spencer: "I've spent the past we week-ends at Sian Shank..,.. ’*
Sian Shack's physical appearance is worthy of comnent. Beautiful originals are
omnipresent,. the richest cachfc being'Walt's. Each room has a name over the door
—more than me door entitling it to more than one name. Walt dwells in Chant!deeriag; Jack in Artesian Well; a closet is Stuff, another Abbatoir (which. I
mistook for what turned out to be the Control Boom); the dining room is Royal
Gorge; a bedroom has the twin titles of Playground and Rosebud'Room; the kitchen
is Nitrosyncretic Lab; Evans' room is Temple of the 01' Foo; the living room is
the Zoo: the front door opens on 'Civilization1 , and one dooi’ is disturbingly la
belled We Mever Found Out, (The attic, come to think of it, is Shottie Bop.) 1'
Robinson, who professes a vast knowledge of the publishing business and did in
fact give me some interesting data, declares that sales of ASF rose with the
adoption of the large size, and he erzpects it to return to it after the-wan,
Foo Foo grant that he be right!"
tl
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The "Bibliography"

That was an unfortunate term for the sort of thing J. Michael, and a few
others including my humble self, have been planning, and a- sample of which was to
be found in the las t Browsings and will be fomd on the reverse of this sheet of
paper. Tire stencil is being preserved, and the additional hundred copies will be
mimeographed on heavy white stock so soon as a distributor and such details are
decided upon.
.
„
However, a few words of comment here might not be amiss, I have not used
precisely the same form at the top as Michael did in Browsings: price of any but
recent books is practically impossible to discover, and if th^ individual wants
to include the information, he can stick it among the "Further information" part.
The "Appeared in magazine form" is necessary, I think, seeing as how so many
books are originally printed in some periodical, and since Fjdl-i Is now reprinting.
Plenty of space is left for "editions"; such information is seldom available to
the person making the review, and will have to be filled in gradually as it comes
to light; similarly, there ought to be space for filling
any e::tra publishers
vfao put out later or earlier editions than the one presently at hand. And. the
"Gh" at the bottom right is merely for convenience, in tlie event that we ever get
a couple of hundred of these together; a sort of thumbnail inden, don't y'toiow.
How, I'm rather disappointed that there has been so little interest in the
idea on this side of the Atlantic. There does seem to be a feeling that it's a
lot of unnecessary work. But let me point out that fanzines, constantly publish
reviews, many of them running about one page in length; it's only a moment's e::tra labor to fin them up in this manner,, and if the editor and publisher didn’t
care to make up the entra copies, he could at leayt mail the stencil to soneone
else willing to do the job. With fanzines now appearing sp proIiX icaiily-*-200
this year. Tucker estimates--in the subscription field, we oughtl..to.be able to
get at le as t a hundred pages annually from that source; in the 2APA, with such
people as Liebscher, Koenig, and Searles ardent bopk hounds, possibilities are
even greater.
One more thing I'd like to point out: the fact thgrt a book has already been
revie./ed in this manner won* t prohibit someone else from doing* the same thing in
his own style with his own opinions. The ide»l "bibliogra]iij/" of this sort
would be constantly changing in content; when a better review? of a particular
TTolume appeared, the inferior could be discarded, of ccraple'tdsts could retain
both.
So, now we need two things: a really satisfactory naf/a for the project, and
someone to be editor-distributor, preferably on this sidq^ of the Atlanti c where
paper and such materials are more plentiful. Over and a’dove that, we need a lot
of reviews; let's have a half-dozen, at the vary least, in the coming mailing.
Incidentally, whether the rest of youse cooperate or not. you'll see one
Of these in every issue of Horizons for the ne::t few yf jars.

Author:
Ehambers, Robert W.
Type: ________________________________
Pseudonym:
Clas s: _________________________________
Title: "The King in Yellow"
Code; ____________ ______
Size-. (June, 1902) 274 octav:? pages?
Subtitle:
Publishers: Harper & Brothers, New Pork and London
Editions: "Copyright, 1895, by F. Tennyson Neely; Copyright, 1902, by Robert \1
Chambers,.. . .Published June, 1902,"

Appeared in magazine form:

Further information*.
Review published in Horizons, vol, 6, no. 1, September, 1944, page 8. H. Warnerj Jr,
'•The King in Yellow" contains nine stories, or more strictly speaking eight
short stories and a small collection of "fragments", not all mmm of them fantasy,
most of them loosely bound together by cross-references and a mention of an un
speakably terrible play, "The King in Yellow", which holds uhe same position in
these stories as the "Neoronomicon" in the writings of H. P. Lo/ecraft. Two of
the stories have the play as their central theme; in others it is only briefly
mentioned or does not appear at all. Occasionally there is a quotation, always
from the less horrible first act of the drama: "Stranger: X rear no mask.
Camilla (terrified, aside to Cassilda). No mask? No mask!" .

First, and perhaps most fantastic of the tales, is "The Repairer of Reputations",
set two decades ahead of the writing time of the book, and presumably the story
of a madman who, the reader uneasily senses at the very end, might possibly oe
sane. In it, the narrator believes himself coming king of "The fellow Sign,
which no human being dared disregard. The city, theState, the whole land, were
ready to rise and tremble before the Pallid Mask." Finest , oi the nine stories,
however, is the next—"The Mask", full of the Parisian artist Jij.e which Chamb
ers excelled in describing. "The Yellow Sign," on the other hand, js a slightly
conventional horror story, distinguished by the influence of "Tae K|ng in Yel
low" upon the victim, -"The Demoiselle D’Ys", entirely free fjrom the, terri le
play, is out-and-out fantasy of a nai transported into the fourteenth century.
"The Prophet’s Paradise" consists of eight, brief word-poem/, sometimes clearly .
and beautifully symbolic, occasionally utterly nightmarish in quality and enigtna.

The remaining four stories are unconnected with the first half of the book, and
lacking in fantasy. Titles, for the sake of completeness and reference, are$
"The Street of the Four Binds," "Tne Street of the Fir at Shell,* "The Street
of Our Lady of the Fields".-, and "Rue Barrie".

Although magnified absurdly beyond its real worth through overe^thusiasti c fan-*
zine reviews, and not nearly so rare a book as pricey paid woul^d indicate, "The
King in Yellow" is important both as fantasy itself, and for i^s influence on a
vAiole generation of authors of fantasy in general, and the Lovts/craft ihytnos in
particular. Chambers' style is scrupulously polished, almost .'always jSestrained
and lacking in lavish adjectival strokes, relying more upon iiftnuendo and hints
to the reader on the terrible "King in Yellow". The four fantasies ano. "The
Prophets’ Paradise", it should be noted, are related in the fflrst person, ’while
the other more mundane stories are told in tli0 impers cnal thi.,rd person.

—Harry Warner, Jr.

Pers onal addenda:

Oh

In .Praise

of nifi uenoy

Like unto many another fan, I have never been noted, for careful ordering of
my fannish affairs, careful filing of my effects, or systematic placing of
things in such places as they might conceivably be remembered as being inwhidi.
Now, however, things are different. I cannot say to have seen; The Light, but
can re commend this business of efficiency in haidling of fan affairs , to such of
you as may not already utilize it and hare opportunity so to do.
It all started one rainy Saturday afternoon when I was trying to find room
in my desk drawers—of which there are eight small ones—'for Something or other.
After unsuccessful attempts, I came to the conclusion that (a) no space existed,
anywhere, and (b) the thing I wanted to put away-would be better off discarded,
and would certainly be taking up space that would be better used for more irnpor- '
taut, desirable to have at hand,things.
.
■
That got me thinking. What was the use of having this nice desk, anyway,
with the top so cluttered that ten minutes* rearrangement was necessary to find
room to blot a signature, and the drawers full of impedimenta never touched?
In the drawers, for instance, was a complete file ofSpaceways and Horizons, from
beginning to date, representing the only thing loft me of thousands of hours of
hard work, but not touched oftener than once every four months. They could go
to my closet—and did, encept the last couple of Horizons.. Then the. trsnendous
pile of carbon copies of my fanzine writings—they could be burned, being no
longer useful. (They haven't been, to date.) Worst of all was one drawer which
had served as catchall for the last five years, and most of the contents of whidi
were hopelessly dyed by some stray hekto carbons of practically prehistoric vin
tage 9
Gritting determinedly the teeth, I plunged in. After about ten., hours of
labor over a period of several weeks,, I'm now in a position to compare my affairs
favorably with those of a Washington bureaucrat. One desk drawer contains unan
swered correspondence and unread fanzines; another the answered mail and read mag
azines. A third holds stationery and scratch paper supplies , the fourth the mul
titudinous pencils, paper clips, gum bands, blotters, ink, gummed paper, rulers,
and such stuff which must be instantly available at all times. F>n matters need
ed for reference or foreseeable use have another drawer—contents include a fold
er vAiich holds notes for coining issues of Horizons, the last few tissues, the com
pleted part of the Searles Bibliography, any stencils that may be on hand, fan
photos, and so forth; there will go such things as the Daugherty ;fan directory.
One drawer serves' to hold music matters, another stuff connected with my work,
and the last one works admirably in the function that all eight d'id a month ago—
as catchall for clippingsj odd magazines, and similar stuff.
I even managed to clean out the little metal filing case, a ’birthday pres
ent years ago, that housed for years manuscripts for Spaceways.
Those mss. , the
dummies for all 30 issues, subscription lists, and other related matters, are
all bound up,-awaiting either microfilming or transferral to Tie ’Foundation. So
far, however, I haven’t decided what new use is the destiny of;iiie filing" case.
Net result: I find myself saving at least an hour’s time a ijeek, and e. lot
of bothersome steps around the house and desperate searching for’ stuff that
ought to be where it isn’t. If you've prided yourself on the di. sarray of your
stuff, the way I long did, I recommend investigation of the posSl ibilities of re
ordering -these matters.
•
, ■
My own no::t move will be toward my books, transferring front,i the cupboard
v/iGro -many of the best ones now are stacked to the bookca.se th os je I read often*
est and want on visual displayand- packing away juvenile volum esor those that
have outlived their usefulness. In particular, I want to got nr y fantasy volumes
separate from file others, though this can never be done in the ideal way; I re
fuse to break my 26 volumes of Hark Twain, for instance, just h iecau.se of "The
Mysterious Stranger". Logically, an attack on the corresponded .co files should
follow, then an ordering of prozines including a cataloging of what I need.
Over my fanzine collection, I can only wew bitterly. Hoj jeless,, stark cliaos.

Music for

the fen

—-Digressing from usual policy to cevote a page to some boohs about, not ox, music
Ibr a long tine, I was quite certain that Hagerstovni and surroundings Jiao
no resident with any sense of musical values, this impress! wi having come from
the worth of music teadiers’ recitals, the programsof the local music club, ano.
such other musical evidences as orginjnate in a small town lite tnis one, How
ever, I was wrong—an anonymous donor presented the local library with a com
plete set of Tovey's "Essays in Musi cal Analysis" ,
.
"
Mow, to begin with, this set of sir. volumes has one disvmction--tae author
could not conceivably have chosen a more horrible title. I was scared away for
some weeks, myself. But when I finally gathered ny's&lf together and opened the
books, I found them to be the most fascinating and easy reading imaginable- a though very, very learned and sound.
,
Sir Francis Donald Tovey, the author, died a year mthmmfl or tvA) ago; he.hu..
been called the man who knew more about music than any other single person in
the world. These "Essays" consist mostly of his program notes for the concerts
of a symphony orchestra in Scotland, complete with copious thematic quotations,
plus many additional comments which the taboos of writing program no es kep
of their original form. For die program annotator, iron-clad tradition has it,
must'always be neutral or favorably inclined toward the work in question in his
notes, v/liile Tovey includes in these books only analyses of works he considers
great, he adds herein his complete, noteing-but-the-truth opinions on their les?
satisfactory features.
■
,
'
.
The contents of the six books cover most of tee modern American symphonic
orchestra’s repertoire, with the temmmmm inevitable exception of semo. composi
tions occasionally unearthed by enterprising conductors, and the inevitable pre
mieres that cause a great stew between October and April .ano are never again
heard or heard of. In addition, Tovey lamentably takes up quite a bit of space
on works that are popular in England, particularly those by Sir Edward xlgar,
but unknown to this countiy,
■
If you ar© looking for books that go a little farther and a little c.eeper
tean the sort o£ thing Sigmund Spaeth ’writes in his Modem library volume on
Symphnic music, these are the ones for you, If you already have some.knowledge
df tee works, you'll get even more pleasure out of Tovey—after all, it s men
more fun to hear the latest gossip about a friend, and scandal about a stranger
is never too intriguing.
•
i , ;
While not exactly a crusader, the author did have aojte pet ideas and some
very firm opinions. His words on the popular practice of excerptizing Wagner
ought to be printed in letters of fire on every Wagnerian score, while his anal
ysis of the concerto form is the only valid one in the English language; he re
moves the false impressions about this musical hybrid that have caused musicians
and public to scratch heads over the fact that none of the classic concertos are
written in the textbooks’ classic concerto style. His, analyses of the symphonies,
overtures, and con<?ertoes of Brahms are enough t© convert the most stubborn shouter of "llathamaticjanl»’, ©von if the reader doestf t. agree tteiX the "Tragic" over
ture is good musi<> for "Hamlet".
.
.
Tovey doesn’t exactly confine himself tc writing about music. In tno midul©
of any given dissertation, he goes off into a discussion of the German vef »
"winken" , as applied to heavenly bodies; a certain remarkable short story of Jules
Verne; the spot where Byron used "lay"' instead of ’‘lie"; or a lament on now Brit
ish sand is very ofben adulterated with spinach.
.
,
The beautifully bound books, thorough indexed, are published y vne Oxford
University Press and probably cos t more than any FAPA member can afford, But any
good library has a sf? t, and if you live near such an institution, you 11 do wd5,l
to look them up.

LCiich leaves- jxist room to commencl. Erl ch Komgold’s incidental nuts ic to the
movie version of “Ontod Bound" .

Since inscribing the preceding-, I have received too items which are either
post- or pre-mailings; fan historians will doubtless be arguing over the matter’
of which mailing The MFA Bulletin belongs to for the next three or four gener
ations. Said MPA Bulletin is very encouraging indication that Larry is taking
his job and responsibilities seriously, and not, as I’d feared, letting a little
thing like college interfere with his duties. This attitude, which the Futurians
would probably call dynamic, is very sorely needed just now, especially when it
comes to discussing the actions of Walter J. Daugherty, as applied to both the
MPA and the OFF.
Which brings us naturally to the new edition of the Directory of Fandom. It
is a vast improvement over the original attempt, and if Walter J. used his own
money in production, I can say little harsh. (If he used NFFF funds, on the oth
er hand, I want to start lacking at the earliest possible opportunity.) The only
trouble is, there are .the same old names of fans of whom no one lias ever heard,
and people who certainly are not fans like Matthew Huxley and who might be alien
ated from fandom completely by the stuff they’ll receive through their name ap
pearing herein. And once again, the addresses are in many cases hopelessly anti
quated; it111 never be safe to use the directory without checking it against some
other source of information. Worst of all is the way 'service fans are handled.
Many of them have home addresses included which are no longer valid because their
parents or itafe relatives have moved. The oonly logical method would have been
that of listing their'names in the general sebiion, leaving the following too
lines blank, which would have violated no address-publishing regulations, and
left users of the Directory free to fill in currait addresses as he ran across
them in correspondence or other fanzines.
My estimation of Walt would go up half a dozen points if he’d prepare a re
ally thorough list of corrections, and mail it to all who received th© original
work, in order that changes might be pencilled in the proper places. I’d be glad
to help the project to the extent of at least thirty more recent addresses and
correct spellings of names.
■
I had hoped to fill these last too pages with sone sort of feature article^
but Larry’s grim and welcome warning that the deadline will be observed makes it
necessary to get a move on and complete the issue but quick. Therefore, it'll
be mere chattering.
.
One chattering point would be in defense of the stories of Ray Bradbury, at
whom a number of fans have been pointing the finger of ridicule because of his
harping on children, and particular small boys, in the stories he's selling with
such regularity. Sour grapes, and nothing more, seems responsible for most of
these wisecracks. Lie, I haven't read ell of Bradbury's published stories, but
of those I’ve gone over, have yet to find one that wasn't considerably above the
level of today's average magazine fiction, and one of the’/n—about a reaper, in
Weird Tales possibly eighteen months ago—was genuinely great.
The fact is, Ray is doing the very wise tiling of finding a good type and
making that peculiarly his own. The use of children in weird Aid fantasy fic
tion has been very limited;; Lewis Carroll's "Alice", "‘Mimsy Were the Borogoves" ,
"Tae Turn of the Screw", and a little short story in ’Unknown about a small boy
vlio exorcised a devil by means of holy water in his squirtgun, are the only sue*
cessful cases I can recall. In my book, Ray Bradbrjry is the finsSt writer yet
to come out of fandom. (IKiis, naturally, does no't include men who had some int
erest in fandom at one time, but were primarily 'authors, like John W. Campbell,
Jr. Ray is a Native Son.)
The year 1944 ought to beepme known in finals as S-uggestion Twelvemonth.
Fear we've had a powerfully long series of suggested projects for fandom, some of
them big enough to occupy dozens of hard-working fans for years, like the Great
JSib that Anthony hbx&her, I believed, proposed in a repent Shangri-L'Affaires.
Tae odd part about it is that all this has come about purely voluntarily, whereas

nonths and months of etrenuouo work by ihe old 1W® M-fc Cxucltteo never So.
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